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With the Troax Panic Bar we can offer you cheap life insurance and safety for your employees,
in routine as well as non-routine situations.
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What does EN1125 mean?
For example, the lock is guaranteed to
unlock no matter where on the door you
push. Even if the opening resistance is 1,000
Newton metres at the top of the door, you should
still be able to open it with a simple push. Troax
Caelum doors in combination with the Panic Bar
fulfil these requirements. Anything for yours and
your colleague’s safety. The basic data in the
illustration was taken from EN1125.

Tested and Approved
The solution that Troax offers has been tested and approved in accordance with the European Standard
EN1125. This means that the lock is tested in a demanding conditions to make sure that it can handle
a panic situation.
The lock with bolts that run along the whole door is easy to install while larger parts are delivered
pre-assembled. Existing Troax Caelum doors can also be updated with this lock.
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No-one knows how people will react in a panic situation and this is why EN1125 was developed as
a norm for the way locks on escape routes in working environments should be designed. This norm
describes how a lock should function and be tested in order to ensure that you are able to pass
through the doorway in all situations in the event of an accident.
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As an employer you have the responsibility for creating a working environment that is as safe and
secure as possible for your employees. One simple way of doing this is to create safe escape routes
by having a Panic Bar on the exit doors.
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There is always a risk!
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